Engine wiring diagram for 2002 mazda protege 5

This is a supplement to the following Wiring Diagram and covers only new major components
not in the previous Wiring Diagrams. As all information in this supplement was the best
available at the time of printing, all alterations related to modifications will be notified by Service
Information. Servicing a vehicle can be dangerous. If you have not received service-related
training, the risks of injury, property damage, and failure of servicing increase. The
recommended servicing procedures for the vehicle in this workshop manual were developed
with Mazda-trained technicians in mind. This manual may be useful to non-Mazda trained
technicians, but a technician with our service-related training and experience will be at less risk
when performing service operations. However, all users of this manual are excepted at least to
know general safety procedures. They should be followed to reduce the risk of injury and the
risk that improper service or repair may damage the vehicle or render it unsafe. It is impossible
to warn of all the hazardous consequences that might result from failure to follow the
procedures. The procedures recommended and described in this manual are effective methods
of performing service and repair. Some require tools specifically designed for a specific
purpose. Per-sons using procedures and tools which are not recommended by Mazda Motor
Corporation must satisfy themselves thoroughly that neither personal safety nor safety of the
vehicle will be jeopardized. The contents of this manual, including drawings and specifications,
are the latest available at the time of printing, and Mazda Motor Corporation reserves the right to
change the vehicle designs and alter the contents of this manual without notice and without
incurring obligation. Parts should be replaced with genuine Mazda replacement parts or with
parts which match the quality of genuine Mazda replacement parts. Persons using replacement
parts of lesser quality than that of genuine Mazda replacement parts must satisfy themselves
thoroughly that neither personal safety nor safety of the vehicle will be jeopardized. Mazda
Motor Corporation is not responsible for any problems which may arise from the use of this
manual. The cause of such problems includes but is not limited to insufficient service-related
training, use of improper tools, use of replacement parts of lesser quality than that of genuine
Mazda replacement parts, or not being aware of any revision of this manual. Mazda Protege
Wiring Diagrams. Mazda Protege Workshop Manual. Likes Followers Followers Followers.
Mazda - Protege - Workshop Manual - - We'll send you a quick email a new Mazda Protege
document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Donations are totally optional, if
you can't afford a few dollars right now please don't feel pressured, but if you can Pretty please
could you help? Show full PDF. Get your hands on the complete Mazda factory workshop
software. Check out our popular Mazda Protege Manuals below:. Summary of Content. Always
carry out a total inspection of the Input systems, output systems, and PCM to determine the
cause of trouble. Otherwise, a wrong diagnosis will be made. Disconnect the negative battery
cable. Disconnect the PCM connector. Tighten the connector bolt. Tightening torque 7. Connect
the negative battery cable. Measure the voltage at each terminal. Clutch switch MTX 3. Brake
switch 4. Cruise control module 5. Cruise actuator 6. Actuator cable 7. Cruise control switch 8.
Drain the engine coolant. Remove the ECT sensor. Place the ECT sensor in water with a
thermometer, and heat the water gradually. Specification 4. Close the door glass completely.
Remove the passenger-side front door trim. Remove the door screen. Release the outer handle
and the door key cylinder installation rods. Disconnect the door key cylinder switch connector.
Remove the door key cylinder switch. Install in the reverse order of removal. Remove the IAT
sensor. Specification 2. Tighten the connector attaching screw. Remove the center panel. Grasp
the tabs of the hazard warning switch and pull it forward to remove it. Remove the relay. Inspect
for continuity between the relay terminals using an ohmmeter. Be sure there is no foreign
material on the CMP sensor when replacing. Disconnect the CMP sensor connector. Remove
the CMP sensor installation bolt. Remove the spacer. Remove the CMP sensor. Make sure that
the CMP sensor is free of any metallic shavings or particles. Remove the bracket and pull it
toward you. Remove the rear package trim. Disconnect the keyless control module connector.
Remove the nut and bolt to remove the keyless control module and the bracket as a module.
Remove the screw. Push the stopper using a small driver, and remove the bracket. Remove the
PCM. Doing so will damage the fuel tank pressure sensor. Turn the ignition switch on. Apply
pressure then a vacuum to the fuel tank pressure sensor according to the following procedure.
NOTE: The output voltage varies with the measuring condition. If not as specified, replace the
fuel tank pressure sensor. Measure the voltage at the intermittent rear wiper relay terminals as
indicated. Disconnect the intermittent rear wiper relay connector before inspecting for
continuity at the terminal H. Remove the lower panel. Resistance Inspection 1. Turn the ignition
switch to LOCK. Disconnect the knock sensor connector. Measure the resistance between the
knock sensor terminals A and B. Tighten the connector attaching bolt. Inspect the following
wiring harness for open or short Continuity check. Open circuit If there is no continuity, the
circuit is open. Repair or replace the harness. PCM 2. Intake air temperature IAT sensor 3. Mass

air flow MAF sensor 4. Throttle position TP sensor 5. Engine coolant temperature ECT sensor 6.
Crankshaft position CKP sensor 7. Camshaft position CMP sensor 9. Heated oxygen sensor
front Heated oxygen sensor rear EGR boost sensor Clutch switch Neutral switch Power steering
pressure PSP switch Measure the voltage at the cruise control module terminals as indicated.
Disconnect the cruise control module connector before inspecting for continuity at terminal P. If
there is an open or short circuit, repair or replace wiring harnesses. Reconnect the fuel tank
pressure sensor connector. Inspect for an open or short circuit in the following wiring
harnesses by probing the applicable sensor and SST Pin Breakout Box terminals with
ohmmeter leads. Install the clutch switch. Page 4. Verify that the pattern on the screen is as
shown in the figure. Verify that the pattern on the screen matches the pattern shown in the
figure as the panel light control switch is gradually turned to the darkest position. Remaining
flammable substance could catch fire. Allow lubricant to reach sensor threads for a minimum of
1 - 2 minutes. Turn 30 degrees counter-clockwise with SST 49 L Remove SST and spray
lubricant again in the same place. Use SST to loosen sensor. NOTE: If sensor begins to bind, it
may be necessary to work the sensor in a tightening and loosening motion to slowly work the
sensor out. Wipe off all excess lubricant. Remove the spot light from the headliner. Remove the
light switch. Inspect for continuity between the light switch terminals using an ohmmeter. Turn
switch 1. Please update your records accordingly. Replacement will ensure the system is
completely operational. Refer to the lists below to determine which system is installed in the
vehicle. Always replace any damaged wiring. NOTE: Some models i. Mazda6 are now equipped
with pre-tensioners built into the seat belt assembly. When a vehicle is involved in a frontal or
frontal off-set collision, the pre-tensioners receives an operational signal from the SAS control
module, retracting and tightening the seat belt webbing instantly on the driver and front
passenger restraints. Remove in the order indicated below. Screw 2. Connector 3. Door switch
3. Rear 1. Remove the wheel and tire, and inspect the sensor for looseness and damage.
Replace the sensor if necessary. Clearance Inspection 1. Inspect the clearance between the
wheel-speed sensor and the sensor rotor. Clearance 0. Disconnect the ABS wheel-speed sensor
connector. Inspect the resistance at the ABS wheel-speed sensor. Resistance 1. On level
ground, jack up the vehicle and support it evenly on safety stands. Inspect each sensor by
rotating each wheel one revolution per second. Voltage 0. Disconnect the ABS wheel speed
sensor connector. Using an oscilloscope, inspect voltage pattern for distortion and noise by
rotating each wheel. Page 43 Slide the sunshade forward, and install it to the sunroof frame.
Install the sunshade stopper. Install the screws, and then install the drip rail. Remove the
driver-side door lock actuator. Verify that the oil pressure warning light illuminates when the
ignition switch is turned to ON position. Verify that the oil pressure warning light goes off when
the engine is started. Always perform an inspection of the door lock control module before
removal. Remove the bracket. Disconnect the door lock control module connector. Remove the
door lock control module by prying the lock section of the upper part with a flathead
screwdriver. Remove in the order indicated in the table. Page 2. Eight-terminal 1. Remove the
driver-side air bag module. Remove the steering wheel. Remove the column cover. Remove the
clock spring. Connector 2. Screw 3. Combination switch 7. Disassemble in the order indicated
below. Wiper lever 3. Light lever 4. Body 2. Assemble in the reverse order of disassembly.
Reconnect the HO2S connector. Turn the ignition switch to LOCK position. Disconnect the
negative battery cable and wait for more than 1 minute. Remove the side walls. Bolt 3. SAS
control module 5. Turn the ignition switch to ON position. Verify that the air bag system warning
light illuminates for approximately 6 seconds and then goes off. Inspect the system using the
on-board diagnostic function. Perform the air bag module deployment authorization procedure.
Remove the SAS control module. Nut 2. SAS control module bracket 3. Driver-side air bag
module 2. Passenger-side air bag module 3. Clock spring 4. Driver-side side air bag module 5.
Passenger-side side air bag module 6. SAS control module 7. Driver-side side air bag sensor 8.
Passenger-side side air bag sensor 9. Driver-side pre-tensioner seat belt Disconnect the cruise
control switch connector. Measure the resistance and inspect for continuity between the cruise
control switch terminals using an ohmmeter. Raise the door glass completely. Inspect for
continuity between the door key cylinder switch terminals using an ohmmeter. If not as
specified, replace the door key cylinder switch. Specification: 0. Reconnect the CMP sensor
connector. Remove the driver-side door trim. Turn the door screen over. Disconnect the door
lock-link switch connector. Inspect for continuity between the door lock-link switch terminals
using an ohmmeter. Type B 1. Be sure there is no foreign material on the CKP sensor when
replacing. Disconnect the CKP sensor connector. Remove the undercover. Remove the CKP
sensor installation bolt. Reconnect the CKP sensor connector. Doing so will break the harness.
Insert a tape-wrapped flathead screwdriver between the front door trim and the door lock switch
and push the clip to remove the door lock switch. Disconnect the door lock switch connector.

Remove the climate control unit. Connect the climate control unit connector. Measure the
voltage at each climate control unit terminal and refer to the terminal voltage list. If there is any
malfunction, replace the climate control unit. Remove the door lock switch. Inspect for
continuity between the door lock switch terminals using an ohmmeter. Back-up light switch 3.
Disconnect the back-up light switch connector. Inspect for continuity between the back-up light
switch terminals using an ohmmeter. Pressure regulator 2. Quick release connector 3. PRC
solenoid valve 4. Pulsation damper 5. Fuel injector 6. Remove the shift-lock unit. Connect the
shift-lock unit connector. Measure the voltage at each shift lock unit terminal and refer to the
terminal voltage table. If there is any malfunction, replace the shift-lock unit. Remove the
sunshade stopper. Slide the sunshade backward, and remove it from the sunroof frame.
Remove the screws, and then remove the rear drip. Slide the drip shoe backward, and remove it
from the sunroof frame. Remove the sunroof motor. Remove the stopper screw. Slide the guide
backward, and remove it from the sunroof frame. Remove the deflector. Install the deflector. If
the threads cannot be adequately cleaned to correctly install the sensor, then converter or
exhaust pipe can be replaced. However, these parts are subject to collection to confirm the
replacement was necessary. Install 02 sensor and tighten to: Tightening Torque: 29 - 49 Nm 22 36 ft. Pull out the keyless control module with the connector connected. Visually inspect for
damage, cracks, terminal bends and terminal rust on the MAF sensor. Reconnect the MAF
sensor connector. Verify that the clutch switch is installed properly. Remove the clutch switch.
Specifications 4. Inspect the continuity between the clutch switch terminals using an ohmmeter.
Disconnect the trunk compartment light switch connector. Inspect for continuity between the
trunk compartment light switch terminal an a body ground using an ohmmeter. Screw 4SD 2.
Horn button contact 4SD 3. Screw 4. Cruise control switch 5. Install a new SAS control module.
Verify that the air bag system warning light illuminates for approximately 6 seconds, goes off,
and then flashes continuously. Wait for approximately 1 second or more and then turn the
ignition switch back to ON position. Install a new side air bag sensor. For 4SD, remove the rear
seat back. For 5HB, remove the trunk side trim. Warm up the engine and run it at idle. Run the
engine at 3, rpm until the voltmeter indicates approx. Specification 5. Verify that the voltmeter
needle moves when the engine speed increases and decreases suddenly several times. Remove
the front fog light switch. Inspect for continuity between the front fog light switch terminals
using an ohmmeter. Disconnect the sensor connector. Connect an ohmmeter to the connector.
Starting with the fluid level above MIN, verify that there is no continuity. Remove the brake fluid
and verify that there is continuity when the level is below MIN. Remove the door switch. Inspect
for continuity between the door switch terminal and a body ground using an ohmmeter. If there
are any concerns with the keyless entry system, then first determine which of the parts is
inoperative, and replace only the failed part. Remove the left side trunk side trim. Intermittent
rear wiper relay 4. Type C 1. Type D 1. Five-terminal Type A 1. Tightening torque 16 - 23 N. Install
the ECT sensor. The updates will be reflected on future SRT Manual. NOTE: Warranty claims
submitted for a Fuel Pump Assembly will be denied or subject to debit when an individual
replacement part could have been used to repair the vehicle i. Remove the liftgate trim.
Disconnect the cargo compartment light switch connector. Inspect for continuity between the
cargo compartment light switch terminals using an ohmmeter. Remove the passenger-side front
side trim. Disconnect the key reminder switch connector. Inspect for continuity between the key
reminder switch terminals using an ohmmeter. Remove the headliner. Remove the glass panel.
Disconnect the front and rear drain hoses from the sunroof frame. Remove the roof harness
from the sunroof frame. Remove the bolts and nuts, and then remove the sunroof unit. Adjust
the glass panel. Remove the screws, and then remove the drip rail. Remove the cruise control
module without disconnecting the connector. Before disconnecting the SAS control module
connector or removing the SAS control module, turn the ignition switch to LOCK position, then
disconnect the negative battery cable and wait for more than 1 minute to allow the backup
power supply of the SAS control module to deplete its stored power. The crash sensor inside
the control module may send an electrical signal to the air bag modules. This will deploy the air
bag modules, which may result in serious injury. Therefore, before connecting the connector,
firmly mount the control module to the vehicle. The used SAS control module may have been
damaged internally which may cause improper operation, resulting in major injuries or even
death. The used single point SAS control module cannot be bench-checked or self-checked.
Disconnect the brake switch connector. Inspect for continuity between the terminals of the
brake switch connector using the ohmmeter. Remove the key reminder switch. Always perform
an inspection of the DRL control module before removal. Remove the negative battery cable.
Disconnect the DRL control module connector. Remove the DRL control module by prying the
lock section of the side part with a flathead screwdriver. Install the manifold gauge set.
Disconnect the refrigerant pressure switch connector. Verify the high-pressure side reading of

the manifold gauge and continuity between the terminals of the refrigerant pressure switch.
Specification Front: Approx. Turn off the engine and wait until it is cool before removing the
ECT sensor. Disconnect the ECT sensor connector. Replace the gasket. Refill the engine
coolant. Measure the voltage at the door lock control module terminals as indicated. Disconnect
the door lock control module connector before inspecting for continuity at terminals F, H, M and
N. Remove the front passenger side scuff plate. Remove the front passenger side trim. Partially
peel off the floor covering from the front of the passengers side. Be careful not to cut yourself
when handling the PCM plate. Inspect for continuity between the fan switch terminals using an
ohmmeter. Remove the glove compartment. Remove the left side side panel from the
dashboard. Compress the tabs of the front fog light switch and pull the switch out of the
dashboard. Disconnect the connector to remove the front fog light switch. Measure the voltage
at the keyless control module terminals other than terminal L as indicated. Disconnect the
keyless control module connector and inspect for continuity between terminal L and bracket.
Inspect for continuity at terminal L as indicated below. If the parts and wiring harnesses are
okay but the system still does not work properly, perform the troubleshooting. If seizure occurs,
remove the converter or exhaust pipe from the vehicle and re-attempt removal with the
assembly placed in a vise. If reusing oxygen sensor, mask it with masking tape to prevent
lubrication soaking. Slide the guide forward, and install it to the sunroof frame. Install the
stopper screw. Move the guide by hand until it is tilted up position. Move the link built into the
guide by hand until it is aligned with mark A and mark B. Install the sunroof motor. Slide the
drip shoe forward, and install it to the sunroof frame. Use IPA Isopropyl alcohol to remove any
excess repair sealant. Install the screws, and then install the rear drip. Page 22 Pinouts Part 2 2.
Remove the hazard warning switch. Inspect for continuity between the hazard warning switch
terminals using an ohmmeter. Cruise control module 4. Install the IAT sensor. Remove the
power outside mirror switch. Inspect for continuity between the power outside mirror switch
terminals using an ohmmeter. Page 82 Pinouts Part 2 2. Measure the voltage at the DRL control
module terminals as indicated. Disconnect the DRL control module connector before inspecting
for continuity at terminal 1 E. Remove the sunroof switch. Inspect for continuity between the
sunroof switch terminals using an ohmmeter. Verify that the CKP sensor is installed properly.
Measure the air gap between the crankshaft pulley teeth and the CKP sensor using a feeler
gauge. See Crankshaft Pulley Removal Note. Specification: Approx. Remove the driver-side
front door trim. Push the clip from the reverse side of the trim to remove the switch panel.
Disconnect the connector. Remove the screws, and then remove the power outside mirror
switch. Remove the knock sensor. Tightening torque Remove the refrigerant pressure switch.
Refrigerant Pressure Switch Installation Note 1. Apply compressor oil to the O-ring and connect
the joint. If there are any concerns with the fuel pump system, then first determine which of the
parts is inoperative, and replace only the failed part. The fuel sender unit, fuel pump, or fuel
pump filter may be individually replaced rather than the entire Fuel Pump Assembly. Verify
customer concern. If a Fuel Pump component requires replacement, replace only the individual
failed part rather than the entire assembly. Only replace the entire Fuel Pump Assembly when
the entire system is cause of concern. Verify repair. Remove the panel light control
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switch. Connect the connector to the panel light control switch. Measure the voltage at the
panel light control switch as indicated. Disconnect the panel light control switch connector
before inspecting for continuity at terminal D. Terminal C inspection 1. Measure the wave
pattern of the C terminal on the panel light control switch using an oscilloscope. Set the
headlight switch to either the TNS or headlight position. Set the panel light control switch to the
brightest position. Remove the driver-side side panel. Connector 4. Insert your hand into the
hole in the driver-side side panel, grasp the tabs of the panel light control switch and pull it
forward to remove. Get notified when we add a new Mazda Protege Manual Notify me. Get
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